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An F-space (complete metric linear space) is minimal if it admits no strictly 
weaker linear HausdorfI topology, and quotient (q-) minimal if all of its HausdorfI 
quotients are minimal. Two F-spaces are (q-minimally) minimally s-comparable 
if they have no isomorphic (q-) nonminimal closed linear subspaces. It is proved 
that if X, Y are q-minimally (resp., minimally) s-comparable F-subspaces of an 
arbitrary topological linear space E (resp., with X n Y = {0}), then X + Y is an 
F-subspace of E. Also, if Xi ,..., X, are F-subspaces of E, then X1 + ... + X,, 
is an F-subspace of E, provided that X,/F and X,/G are minimally s-comparable 
whenever F and G are closed minimal subspaces of Xi and X, , i # j. These are 
analogs of some results due to Gurarii and Rosenthal concerning totally in- 
comparable Banach spaces. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When the topological linear spaces X and Y are called comparable, we mean 

that one of them is isomorphic (that is, linearly homeomorphic) to a subspace 
of the other; otherwise they are incomparable. It may even happen, and does 
indeed, that X and Y have no isomorphic closed subspaces of infinite dimension; 
then X and Y are called totaZZy incomparable, after Rosenthal [15]. 

GurariI [8] and Rosenthal [15] p roved that if X, Y are totally incomparable 
Banach subspaces of a Banach (or normed) space E, then their algebraic sum 
X + Y is a Banach subspace of E. This result was then improved by Diestel 
and Lohman [4] in that they allowed the underlying space E to be merely 
locally convex (so it was not even known a priori whether X + Y was metrizable 
in its relative topology). 

The purpose of this paper is to give further results in this direction. Originally, 
we proved a Gurarii-Rosenthal-type theorem for totally incomparable F-sub- 
spaces (i.e., met&able complete subspaces) X and Y of an arbitrary topological 
linear space E. We observed then, however, that the core of what we needed 
to prove the assertion that X + Y is an F-subspace, was that X and Y contain 
no isomorphic closed subspaces which are nonminimal, in a certain sense. 
This led us to minimal and quotient-minimal spaces, and to the corresponding 
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nations of minimally subspace-comparable and quotient-minimally subspace- 
comparable spaces (see Section 3). Consequently, in Section 4, which contains 
our main results, we prove two extensions of the Gurarii-Rosenthal theorem, 
one for minimally subspace-comparable F-subspaces X and Y with X n Y = 
{0), and the other one for quotient-minimally subspace-comparable F-subspaces 
X and Y with, in general, X n Y # (0) (Theorem 4.1). 

Following Rosenthal, consider these two sets of properties of the F-spaces 
X and Y: 

(I) X and Y are minimally subspace-comparable; 
(II) for every topological linear space E and every continuous one-to-one 

linear mapping T: X x Y ---f E, if T / X and T 1 Y are isomorphisms (into), 
then T is an isomorphism (into), and 

(I,) X and Y are quotient-minimally subspace-comparable; 
(II,) for every topological linear space E and every continuous linear 

mapping T: X x Y---f E, if T 1 X and T 1 Y are isomorphisms, then T is 
relatively open, i.e., the associated mapping i‘of (X x Y)/T-l(0) onto T(X x Y) 
is an isomorphism. 

The two extensions of the Gurarii-Rosenthal theorem given in Theorem 4.1 
are equivalent to the implications (I) 3 (II) and (Ig) 5 (II,). We show in 
Theorem 3.3 that the converse implications (II) * (I) and (II,) * (14) are 
also valid, even for X and Y not necessarily supposed to be F-spaces. The 
arguments we use to prove this are quite simple, based only upon some very 
general ideas of constructing weaker linear topologies. (Thus the proof of a 
similar implication in [15, Theorem 21 is unnecessarily complicated.) 

In the class of Banach spaces, minimal and quotient-minimal spaces are 
nothing else but finite dimensional spaces, so that minimal subspace-com- 
parability equals quotient-minimal subspace-comparability which equals total 
incomparability. If we pass to locally convex F-spaces (i.e., FrCchet spaces), 
then, again, the classes of minimal and quotient-minimal spaces coincide, 
but this time they also include the spaces isomorphic to the space of all scalar 
sequences, so that minimal subspace-comparability equals quotient-minimal 
subspace-comparability which is implied by total incomparability. 

Unfortunately, it still remains an open question of whether or not there 
are any nonlocally convex minimal F-spaces, and neither could we prove 
nor disprove that minimal equals quotient-minimal in general. 

In order to extend Theorem 4.1 to finite families of subspaces intersecting, 
possibly, not only at 0, we had to introduce a still stronger version of subspace- 
incomparability: minimal sq-comparability. It requires that not only the spaces 
themselves but also their quotients by minimal subspaces be minimally subspace- 
comparable. Again, if we restrict our attention to FrCchet spaces, this property 
coincides with minimal subspace-comparability, but we do not know what the 
status is in the nonlocally convex setting. 
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The paper depends crucially upon the fundamental results of Kalton [9] 
on the existence of basic sequences in F-spaces. Actually, we use only strongly 
regular (Markushevich) M-basic sequences; therefore we asked whether the 
apparently weaker assertions concerning the existence of M-basic sequences 
could be proved directly, without deducing them from the much stronger 
results about basic sequences, as is the case in [9; II]. This turned out to be 
possible but, not without a surprise, we found also that it was enough to extend 
our proof by one short argument to arrive at Kalton’s result on extracting 
basic sequences. Nevertheless, we think that our approach has some interesting 
points, and therefore we decided to present it in Section 2. This section also 
contains a “stability” result for strongly regular minimal (in particular M-basic) 
sequences, Theorem 2.8; it is of key importance for our arguments in Section 4. 

Throughout, we consider only HuusdorfJ topological linear spaces (tls), 
over the fixed field K of either real or complex scalars. A tls E with topology 7 
is denoted (E, T) or ET, or simply E. Usually, we shall deal in our theorems 
with a basic (underlying) tls, say E = ET, on which some other linear topologies, 
not necessarily Hausdorff, may be considered as well, but we assume the con- 
vention that all topological concepts involving E (closures of sets, neighborhoods, 
induced topologies, and so forth), whenever used with respect to an unspecified 
topology on E, shall be referred to the basic topology T. 

A subspace of a tls ET means a linear subspaceF of E endowed with the topology 
7 /F induced by 7 on F; the resulting tls is written (F, T) or FT. 

An F-space is a met&able complete tls, nonlocally convex in general. When 
we say that F is an F-s&pace of a tls ET, it means that FT is an F-space. Terms 
like “normed space, ” “Banach space,” etc., are used in this paper in their 
topological-linear-space-category sense, so that for instance “a normed space” 
means a locally bounded locally convex tls. F-norms and F-seminorms are used 
in the sense defined in [9]. 

2. MINIMAL AND BASIC SEQUENCES 

First we recall some definitions and facts, essentially found in [9, 11, and 171. 
A sequence (x,J in a tls E is minimal (semibasic in [9; ll]), if x, #%$x,),>, 
for each n EN or, equivalently, if there exists a (necessarily unique) sequence 
(f,J of continuous linear functionals on the subspace X = G(x,) of E, called 
biorthogonul to (x,), such that fi(xi) = 13,~ . If, moreover, (f,J is total on X, 
i.e., f.(x) = 0 for all 12 EN, implies x = 0, then (xn) is M-basic. Suppose 
(xn) is minimal (M-basic); then it is called strongZy regular if the sequence 
(fn) is equicontinuous on X, in other words if Ij x I/ = sup 1 f%(x)1 is a con- 
tinuous seminorm (norm) on X. We say (xJ is basic, if it is linearly independent 
and the linear operators S,: Iin + lin(x,J defined by S,(x) = zf=, &xi 
for x = CF=“=, t,xi , (ti) finitely nonzero, are equicontinuous, K E N. Equivalently: 
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if it is minimal and the operators S,: X + X defined by S,(x) = C~=lfi(~)~i 
are equicontinuous. Then lim S,(x) = x for every x E X. If the space E is 
metrizable and l? denotes its completion, then (x,) is basic iff every x in the 
closed linear span of (x,J in E has a unique expansion in the form x = Cy=, t,xi . 
We say (.r,) is regular, if there is a neighborhood U of 0 in E such that x, 6 U 
for all n EN. 

Evidently, regular basic -> strongly regular M-basic = regular M-basic, 
and all the properties introduced above, except for being basic, are preserved 
while strengthening the topology of E. Note also that while the properties 
of being basic, minimal, or strongly regular are in fact properties of the sequence 
(AQ) with respect to the subspace lin(x,) in its relative topology, to be an 
M-basic sequence essentially depends on the space E in which lin(x,) is 
embedded. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. A sequence (x,J is strongly regular M-basic in the tls ET 
iff there exists on E a linear Hausdorff topology p < 7 such that (x,J is a regular 
basic sequence in the tls EP. 

Proof. “Only if”: We have already noticed that /[ x 11 = sup ifn(x)I is 
a norm defining on X = G(x,) a topology Y < 7 / X. Then the topology 
p = T A v (see Section 3) is as required. 

If p is a linear topology on a tls ET, we say 7 is p-polar if r has a base of p-closed 
neighborhoods of 0. Then p is necessarily Hausdorff, and 7 is also (T A p)-polar, 
so that we may often additionally assume p < 7. 

THEOREM 2.2. Suppose ET is a tls and p a metrizable linear topology on E 
such that 7 is p-polar. Then every sequence (xJ C E such that x, + O(p) but 
x, + O(T) has a subsequence (zJ which is a strongly regular M-basic sequence in ET. 

Proof. Let j . / be an F-norm defining p; we may assume that C 1 x, / < 00. 
Since a+, H O(T), the set {x,: n E IV} is not r-precompact. Hence there exists 
a p-closed balanced r-neighborhood U of 0 such that for every r-compact 
set K in E we have 

{x,: n EN} @K + U. 

In particular this holds for all the sets K = {Ciee &xi: 1 ti 1 < l}, where e is 
any finite subset of N. It follows easily that there exists a subsequence (m) 
of (x,) such that for every n E N: 

P rovided that 1 ti 1 < 1 and It,[ =l. (1) 
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We claim that for each n there is an m > n such that 

i 4Yi + i GYi 6 u whenever Ital< and ]t,j=l;m<r. (2) 
61 i=m 

Suppose this is false. Then we can find a sequence n + 1 = ml < m2 < .*., 
a sequence (ti)i, with 1 ti ) < 1, and for each K E N a finite sequence (tki)L1 
with 1 tki 1 < 1 and 1 t,, 1 = 1, such that 

wk = t tkiyi + 1 t,yi E u 
i-l ies* 

for all 

where 6?k = (mk, mk + l,..., mk+l - l}. We may assume that each sequence 
(tki)ksN converges, say to ti ; clearly 1 ti 1 < 1 and 1 t, 1 = 1; i = l,..., n. Since 

the sequence (We) is p-convergent to w = cb, t,y, . But U is p-closed, so 
w E U, which contradicts (1). 

Applying (2) we easily define a subsequence (zJ of (yJ such that if 

24 = f tnz, E 2 = lin(zJ and maxit,] = 1, then u # U. 
TZ=l 

It follows immediately that (z,J is linearly independent and the coefficient 
functionals g,(u) = t, are T-equicontinuous on 2; hence their continuous 
extensions fn to F = Z are T-equicontinuous as well. It remains to check that 
(f,J is total on F. Suppose u E F and fn(u) = 0 for all n. Let (Us) be a net in Z 
which T-converges to u. Then supn /fn(ua)[ + 0, and this together with 
C j x, 1 < co implies that U, + O(p). Hence u = 0. 

Remarks 2.3. (a) The above proof combines some ideas found in [5, 6, 
and lo], and is particularly close to the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [lo]; see also 
[7, 13, and the references given therein] for some variations of the method. 

The relevance to results on operators acting from tm or its subspaces is not 
incidental. In fact, let c, = c,(N) be th e 1 inear space of finitely nonzero 
scalar sequences (ti) endowed with the usual norm II(t = sup 1 ti 1. Then, 
since C 1 xi 1 < co, the linear mapping T: (ti) H C t,xi of c,,,, into ED is con- 
tinuous (and exhaustive, in the sense of [lo]). Our proof is precisely a construc- 
tion of an infinite subset M of N such that the restriction S of T to the subspace 
cm(M) = {(tJ E coo: ti = 0 for all i 4 M} of c,,,, is one-to-one and S-l: 
(T(c,,(M)), 7) -+ c,(M) is continuous (but not an isomorphism, in general). 

(b) The same proof shows that, given any finite linearly independent 
sequence u1 ,..., u, in E, the subsequence (z,,) can be selected so that ur , . . . , u, , 
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21 , x2 ,...> be a strongly regular M-basic sequence in ET. A similar remark 
applies to the forthcoming Theorem 2.4. 

The main assertion, (d), of the theorem below is due to Kalton [9, Theorem 
3.21. We have exposed the implicit reduction to a “metrizable” situation in 
his original proof, mainly because of its relevance to some questions discussed 
in Section 3. This reduction, combined with Theorem 2.2, enables us to give 
a somewhat less technical proof of his result, although we follow his ideas 
quite closely. 

THEOREM 2.4. Suppose ET is a metrizable tls and OT, p are linear topoZogies 
on E such that 01 < p < 7, 01 is semimetrizable and 7 is p-polar. Let (x,),,~ be a 
net in E such that x, ---f O(p) but x, + O(T). Then there exists a strictly increasing 
sequence (a(n)) in A and a semimetrizable linear topology y on E such that, denoting 
z - x,(,) and F = &(z,), we have: ‘r- 

(4 a<?J<p; 

(b) z, + O(y) but z, H O(T); hence y / F < T 1 F, 

(c) 7 1 F is (y j F)-polar, so y 1 F is Hausdor& 

(d) (zn) is a regular basic sequence in Er. 

Proof. Since T is metrizable and p-polar, there exists an upward directed 
family P of p-continuous F-seminorms on E such that the formula 

defines an F-norm determining the topology T (Kalton [9, Proposition 2.11). 
We may assume that each p E P determines a topology stronger than 01. Since 
x, -f+ O(T), we may also suppose inf Ij x, I/ > 0. 

It is an easy consequence of Dini’s theorem and the fact that finite dimensional 
spaces admit a unique linear Hausdorff topology, that 

If K is a finite-dimensional compact subset of E, then for each Y > 0 

there exists p E P such that P(X) < /I x 11 < p(x) + Y for all x E K. 
(3) 

Using (3) and the assumption p(x,) --f 0 for every p E P, we easily find a strictly 
increasing sequence (a(n)) in A and a sequence p, < p, < ..., in P such that 

P,(X) < II x II < P,(X) + 2-“-2 for all x E nK, , (4 

where K, = {xi”=, t,q: 1 ti / < l}, zi = xaci) , and 

P&7) < 2-n-2 for a > a(n + 1); n6iV. (5) 

Then for x E lin(z,) we have /I x ij = supp,(x) and plc(z,) - 0 as n + co, 
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for all K E N. Hence the semimetrizable topology y determined by ( p,J satisfies 
(a), (b), and (c) on lin(x,), hence also on its T-closure F. 

In view of Theorem 2.2, by passing to subsequences of (an) and (p,), we 
may assume that (zJ is a strongly regular M-basic sequence in FT, with (4) 
and (5) continuing to hold. Let U be a neighborhood of 0 in F7 such that 
x E u * sup I fn(x)I < 1, where (f,J is the sequence biorthogonal to (zJ. 
We are going to show that (zn) is basic in F7, i.e., that the partial sum operators 
S,(X) = Cy=ifi(x)zi on lin(z,J are equicontinuous; evidently, each S, is con- 
tinuous. 

Let x E U. Then 

II w4ll G P7&6@)) + 2-@ 
G p&c+&)) + Pfa(fn+1Wn+1> + 2-- 
< II &+,(x)lI + 2-+l, 

and hence, after a finite number of iterations, we obtain 

II ud G II x II + 2”. 

This implies quickly that S, are T-equicontinuous. 

COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose E* is a met&able tls and p is a linear Hausdorfi 
topology on E such that p < Y. Then if v is p-polar or if E* is an F-space, then 
there exists a separable closed subspace F of E and a metrixable linear topology y 
onFsuchthaty<pIFand’y<vjF. 

Proof. The case when v is p-polar is clear. Suppose EY is an F-space. Then 
the linear topology 7 on E, whose base at 0 is formed by p-closures of v-neigh- 
borhoods of 0, is metrizable, p-polar, and satisfies p < 7 < v, and so we may 
apply Theorem 2.4. 

Remarks 2.6. (a) Even if E* is a Banach space and p < v is a locally convex 
topology on E such that v is p-polar, it need not be true that p IF < v 1 F on a 
separable subspace F of EY. Counterexample: Let T be an uncountable set. 
Then let E be the space of all bounded scalar-valued functions on T with 
at most countable supports, v is the topology of uniform convergence on T, 
and p is the topology of uniform convergence on countable subsets of T. 

(b) If, in Theorem 2.4, we omit the assumption p < T, then we can 
only insist that Z, -+ O(a) but not that 01 < y (cf. [9, Corollary 3.31.) 

In Section 4 we shall need only the following corollary to Theorem 2.4 
(or to Theorem 2.2, in case p is metrizable); cf. [9, Corollary 3.4; 11, Theorem 
2.11. 
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COROLLARY 2.7. Let EY be an F-space. Then, for every linear Hausdor- 
topology p on E with p < v and every p-continuous F-seminorm / . 1, there exists 
a strongly regular M-basic sequence (z,,) in EY such that Cz=‘=, i x, j < co. 

Now we are going to establish a “stability” result for strongly regular minimal 
(in particular M-basic) sequences; it will play a crucial role in our arguments 
in Section 4. For analogous results in Banach spaces see Singer [17, Chap. I, 
Sect. lo]. 

Let (x,), (y,J be sequences in tl spaces X and Y, respectively. Then, following 
Singer ([17, Chap. I, Sect. S]), we say that (xn) dominates strictly (y,J, (xJ > (y& 
if there exists a continuous linear mapping T: lin(x,) ---f lin(y,) such that 
T(xJ = yn for all n EN. If (xJ >> ( yA) and (y,J > (x,J, then we write 
(x,J M (y,J and say that these two sequences are strictly equivalent; in this 
case the mapping T is an isomorphism of lin(x,) onto lin(y,). Clearly, if X 
and Y are complete, then T extends uniquely to a continuous linear mapping 
(resp., an isomorphism) of lin(x,) into (resp., onto) G(y,). 

THEOREM 2.8. Suppose X and Y are subspaces of a tls ET and 1 * j is an 
F-seminorm dejking a topology p on E such that 

P--. < 7, p I x = 7 I x p 1 Y = 7 j Y. (*> 

Suppose further that (xn) C X and (y,J C Y are sequences such that 

Then if any of the sequences (x,), (m), and (z,J = (xn - y) is a strongly 
regular minimal sequence in E, there exists an m E N such that 

wnzm = (Ynbn and (xA>, > (4,~, . 

Proof. If (u,J, (v,J C E and (uJ is linearly independent, then we shall 
call natural the mapping of lin(u,) onto lin(v,) which associates with each 
finite combination C tiui the corresponding combination C tp, . 

From (*) it is clear that 

if (u,J C X and (vn) C Y, then any two among the relations 

un - Ob), %I - v?z - O(P), %I -+ O(T) (6) 
imply the remaining one and imply u, - v, + O(T). 

Denote X,, = lin(x&, , Y,, = lin(y,),>, , 2, = lin(zk)k,n . First suppose 
(x,J is a strongly regular minimal sequence in E; let (f,J be the sequence of 
functionals biorthogonal to (x,J; then jj u (I = sup Ifn(u)I is a continuous 
norm on Xi . This together with (**) easily implies continuity of the natural 
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mapping P: (X, , /I .I\) + (Z, , p). Hence by (6) the mappings P: (Xl, T) + 
(Z, , T) and Q: (XI , T) + (Yr , T), where Q(u) = u - P(u), are continuous 

as well. Thus (G) > (4 and (x,,) > (m). 
Now we show that there exists an m E N and a > 0 such that if 

then II~tisi~I=rnaxjti]<l (m<n). 

Suppose it is not so. Then we can find a sequence 1 = m, < m2 < **-, of 
indices and a sequence (ti) of scalars such that 

/ vk / -+ o and II Uk II 2 1 for all k E N, 

where 

vk = c byi 3 
isen, 

Uk = 1 tixi , 
iEQ 

e, = imk ,..., mk+l - I>- 

Evidently, we may assume II uk /I = 1 f or all k. Then 1 t, I < 1 for all i and 
hence, by (w) and monotonicity of the F-seminorm / . 1, 

[uk-vkI < 1 IxiI-fO as k-tco. 
ieel, 

Hence, by (6), uk -+ O(T) and so /I uk /I + 0; a contradiction. 
Thus (7) holds indeed. Now (7) implies that the sequence (y&m is linearly 

independent and the natural mapping R: (Y, , T) -+ (X, , II .I]) is continuous. 
Then its composition P 0 R with continuous P: (X, , jl .li) - (Z, , p) maps 
continuously (Y, , T) onto (Z, , p), and P 0 R is the natural mapping of Y, 
onto Z, . In virtue of (6), R: (Y, , T) -+ (X, , T) is continuous and, obviously, 
R = (Q / X&l. Thus Q / X, is an isomorphism of (X, , T) onto (Y, , T) 

with Q(xJ = yla for 71 3 m, and so (x,),>, = (y&am . 
The proof in the case (2%) is supposed to be a strongly regular minimal 

sequence in E is quite analogous. First we define the norm I/ . jl on Z, by 
Ij w /j = sup Ifn(w)l, where (fn) is the sequence biorthogonal to (zJ. Then 
we establish an assertion of type (7), and deduce from it that (for some m E N) 
the natural mappings of (X, , T) and (Y, , T) onto (Z, , Ij .II) are continuous. 
Since Ij I/, as easily seen, is stronger than p, these mappings remain continuous 
when 2, is endowed with the topology p. Hence, using (6), we obtain that the 
natural mapping of (X, , T) onto (Y, , T) is an isomorphism, and that of (X, , T) 

onto (Z, , T) is continuous. This completes the proof. 

Remark 2.9. The result of Kalton [9, Lemma 4.31, concerning stability 
of basic sequences, is easily seen to be a consequence of Theorem 2.8. 
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3. MINIMAL SPACES AND MINIMAL SUBSPACE-COMPARABILITY 

Let ET be a tls, F its closed subspace, and suppose we have on F a linear 
topology y < r 1 F. Then we define T A y, the infimum of 7 and y, to be the 
strongest among the linear topologies E on E such that E < 7 and E j F < y. 
(This is clearly a very special case of inductive topologies, cf. [16].) If LT, I’ 
range over some neighborhood bases of 0 for 7 and y, respectively, then the sets 
U + V form a base at 0 for T A y. Hence 7 A y induces y on F, F is closed 
in (E, 7 A r), and if y is Hausdorff, then so is r A y. 

If 7 and y are metrizable (normed) [locally convex], then so is 7 A y, and if 
1 . IT and [ . ly are F-norms (norms) determining 7 and y, then the F-norm 
(norm) I/ 11 given by 

II x II = inf{l x - y ii + I y Iv: y SF}, x E E, 

determines S- A y. 

Given a class &’ of tl spaces, we say that a tls Xe is minimal with respect to JJ, 
shortly &-minimal, if every continuous one-to-one linear mapping of X onto 
a space in & is an isomorphism, i.e., if 01 is a linear topology on X such that 
OL < 6 and Xa E &, then 01 = 5. We also introduce a stronger (at least formally) 
version of minimality: we say that X is quotient &-minimal, if every quotient 
of X by its closed subspace (i.e., Hausdorf% quotient) is &-minimal. Equivalently: 
if every continuous linear mapping of X onto a space in AZZ is open. Evidently, 
every Hausdorff quotient of a quotient &-minimal space is quotient d-minimal. 

Further, we say that the tl spaces X and Y are (only) &-minimally subspace- 
comparable (resp., quotient d-minimally subspace-comparable) if, whenever E 
and F are isomorphic closed subspaces of X and Y, respectively, then E and F 
are &-minimal (resp., quotient &-minimal). When &’ is the class of all tl 
spaces, we speak simply on minimal (quotient-minimal) spaces and minimally 
(quotient-minimally) subspace-comparable spaces. In the following we abbreviate 
quotient-minimal to q-minimal and subspace-comparable to s-com- 
parable. 

We first collect together a few less or more known facts about minimal spaces. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. (a) Let .zZ denote any of the following four classes: all tl 

spaces, all locally convex tl spaces, all metrizable tl spaces, all normed spaces. 
Then: A space in .M is (quotient-) d-minimal ifl every closed subspace of it is 
(quotient-) &-minimal. 

(b) A locally convex space is (quotient-) minimal with respect to locally 
convex spaces $f it is isomorphic with a product K’ of the scalar JTeld K. 

(c) A locally convex F-space is (quotient-) minimal iff it isjnite dimensional 
or isomorphic with w = KN. 
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(d) A normed space is minimal with respect to normed spaces iff it is Jinite 
dimensional. 

(e) A separable metrizable tls is (quotient-) minimal z# it is (quotient-) 
minimal with respect to metrizable tl spaces. 

(f) An F-space is not minimal ifJ it contains a regular basic sequence; s$f 
it contains a strongly regular M-basic sequence, a# it has an infinite dimensional 
closed subspace which admits a continuous norm. 

(f’) An F-space is minimal iff it is minimal with respect to metrizable tl 
spaces. 

(g) An F-space is not quotient-minimal i# it contains a strongly regular 
minimal sequence isf there exists a continuous linear mapping of a closed subspace 
of it onto an infinite dimensional normed space. 

Proof. (a) is easily proved by taking infima of suitable topologies. For 
example, suppose a closed subspace Y of a tls Xc is not q-minimal. Then, 
for a closed subspace 2 of Y, the quotient Y/Z admits a linear Hausdorff 
topology 7 strictly weaker than the quotient topology. Since Y/Z is a closed 
subspace of X/Z = (X/Z, [), $ A TJ is a linear HausdorfI topology <.$, and 
so XE is not q-minimal. 

(b) and (c) are well known (cf. [16, 1.3.2 and Exer. 6, p. 191; see also 3]), 
except the fact that w is minimal, which is a recent result due to Kalton ([9, 
Proposition 4.11); see Remark 3.2 below for another proof. 

Although (d) is also known (cf. [l; 2, p. log]), we wish to give a proof of it. 
Suppose (E, /I -11) is an infinite dimensional normed space; we must find a 
norm strictly weaker than 11 * 11. By (a) it will suffice to consider the case when 
(E, jj .II) is separable; then there exists a sequence (f,J of linear functionals such 
that II 2 II = sup I fn@)l f or x E E. Then the formula I x I = xi”=, 2-i 1 fi(x)I 
defines a norm on E satisfying I x ] < II x ]I for every x E E, and these two 
norms cannot be equivalent. In fact, choosing for every n an element x, in 
f ;l(O) n ... n f ;l(O) with ]I x, [I = 2n, we obtain a sequence bounded in 
(E, I . I), but not in (E, II . II). 

(e) follows from the fact that if y is any weaker linear Hausdorff topology on 
a separable metrizable tls, then there always exists a metrizable linear topology 
below y (cf. [12]). 

(f) is due to Kalton and Shapiro [ll, Theorem 3.21, with the last equivalence 
contained implicitly in their proof. Omitting the statement concerning basic 
sequences, (f) is a consequence of Corollary 2.7 and the assertions (a) and (d). 

(f’) follows from (f) by taking infimum of suitable topologies; instead of (f), 
Corollary 2.5 may be used as well. 

(g) is an easy consequence of (f). 
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Remark 3.2. Applying (f), we can show minimality of w as follows. Suppose 
F is a closed subspace of w that admits a continuous norm. Then, similarly 
as in the proof of [4, Proposition 31 or by a simple indirect argument, we can 
find vz such that the natural projection (~(n)),,~ + (x(n)),>, of F into K”” 
is one-to-one. Hence dim F < co, and so w is minimal. 

It is an open question, raised by Kalton in [9], whether or not there exist 
any minimal nonlocally convex F-spaces (cf. also [ll]). To be more accurate, 
the present author does not know of any other minimal spaces, metrizable 
or not, than those listed in (c) above. 

The next theorem is our main result in this section. When JZZ’ is specified 
to be the class of all tls, it yields immediately the implications (II) => (I) and 
(II,) + (14) of Section 1. When &’ is the class of normed spaces, its con- 
sequence is the “if” part of Rosenthal’s Theorem 2 in [15]. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let ~2 have the same meaning as in Proposition 3. I (a), let 
Xf, Yn E d, and let rr denote the topology of the product Xc x Yn. 

(a) If Xs and Y” are &-nonminimally s-comparable, then there exists on 
X x Y a topology 5 such that (X x Y, 5) E JZZ and 5 < rr, 5 1 X = 4, 1 ) Y = 7. 

(b) If Xe and Y” are quotient &-nonminimally s-comparable, then there 
exists a closed subspace M of (X x Y, ) T and a topology [ on .?? = (X x Y)jM 
such that (2, [) E LZ?, [ < (n/M) and th e restrictions Q 1 X and Q 1 Y of the 
quotient mapping Q: (X x Y, n) + (2, g) are isomorphisms. 

Proof. We shall consider only the case when .Q’ is the class of all tls. By 
assumption, there exist closed subspaces E in X and F in Y which are isomorphic 
and not minimal (respectively, q-minimal); let g be an isomorphism of F onto E. 
Then the graph G = ((g( y), y): y E F} of g is a closed subspace of (X x Y, rr), 
isomorphic to both the subspaces E and F. Hence in case (a) we can find on G 
a linear Hausdorff topology y < n [ G, and in case (b) a linear topology y on G 
such that y < v 1 G and (y/M) < ((TT / G)/M), where M = WI’. Define 5 to be 
the topology 7 A y on X x Y; it is strictly weaker than V, and is Hausdorff in 
case (a). We are going to show that 5 1 X = 6. 

Given any neighborhood U of 0 in X, choose a balanced neighborhood U, of 0 
in X with U, + U, C U. Since g: F -+ E is continuous, we find then a neighbor- 
hood V, of 0 in Y such that g( Vi n F) C U, . F inally, let W be any neighborhood 
of 0 in GY. Then P = (Vi x Vi) + W is a c-neighborhood of (0,O) in X x Y, 
and we claim that P n (X x (0)) C U x (0). Let (x, 0) E P; then (x, 0) = 

(ul ,4 + (g(y), y), where u1 E Ul , v1 E vl , and My), Y) E W. Hence v1 = 
-y E VI n F, so that (x, 0) = (ul , 0) + (g(y), 0) E U, x (0) + VI x (0) C 
U x (0). This proves that [is weaker than 5 1 X, and thus they must be identical. 
Similarly, 7 and 5 1 Y are identical. This completes the proof in case (a). To 
finish the proof in case (b), it suffices to put % = (t/M). 

The forthcoming Corollary 3.5 shows that, for Banach spaces, a (non- 
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met&able) topology 5 satisfying the assertion of Theorem 3.3(a) can always be 
chosen between the product topology and the associated weak topology. 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 1 be a linear Hausdorfl topology on a Banach space E* 
such that [ < v. Then 5 < y = sup{<, a(E, E’)) < v, where E’ is the dual space 
of EY. 

Proof. Suppose y = V. Then there is a neighborhood U of 0 in EC and a 
a(E, E’)-neighborhood I’ = {z E E: 1 zi’(z)i < 1, i = l,..., k} of 0 in E such that 
U n V C B, where B is a bounded neighborhood of 0 in EY. Let F = {x E E: 
z;(z) = 0, i = I,..., h}; F is a finite-codimensional closed subspace of EY and 
UnF=(Un~)nFCB.Itfollowsthat51F=vjF,sothatFCisaBanach 
space, and hence a closed finite-codimensional subspace of EL. Consequently, if 
G denotes any algebraic complement to F in E then, in both the spaces EC and Ey, 
G endowed with its unique linear Hausdorff topology is also a topological com- 
plement to F (cf. [16, 1.3.5-J). Hence EC = EY, a contradiction. 

From Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 we now easily derive: 

COROLLARY 3.5. If Xc and Yn are Banach spaces which are not totally incom- 
parable, then-there exists a locally convex linear topology y on E = X x Y such that 
o(E, Ey’) < y < v = 5 x 71 and y 1 X = f, y 1 Y = 7. Moreover, if 5 is any 
locally convex Hausdorfi topology on E satisfying conditions 5 < Y, 5 1 X = 6, 
and 5 1 Y = 7, then y may be chosen so that [ < y. 

We conclude this section with a simple result concerning quasicomplements 
which are not complements. Recall that closed subspaces X, Y of an F-space Z 
are quasicomplements (resp., complements) provided X n Y = (0) and X + Y is 
dense in Z (resp., X + Y = Z). Our result has its origin in Lohman’s negative 
answer [14] to the question, suggested to him by the extension of Rosenthal’s 
result given in [4], of whether the sum of two normed subspaces is always 
normed in the relative topology. (In view of Theorem 3.3 and its proof, it is 
clear that the answer is “no”: it is enough to take as y the weak topology of 
(G, n) to produce a nonmetrizable topology 1; = rr A y on X x Y whose restric- 
tions to X and Y are normed.) In his counterexample Lohman constructs a non- 
metrizable nonbarreled locally convex Hausdorff topology on the sum X + Y of 
suitably chosen closed subspaces X and Y of the Banach space e,(r) of scalar- 
valued bounded functions defined on an uncountable set r, with X n Y = {0}, 
X + Y not closed in e,(r), and the constructed topology inducing the original 
topologies of X and Y. Thus X and Y in this counterexample are quasicomple- -- 
ments of the Banach space X + Y. 

Now, by a direct application of Proposition 3.4, we show that the possibility of 
such a construction is not an incidental property of quasicomplements which 
are not complements. 
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COROLLARY 3.6. Let X, Y be quasicomplements of a Banach space 21, which are 
not complements, and let v denote the direct sum topology of 7 / X and 7 j Y on 
E = X + Y. Then y = sup {T / E, o(E, E”‘)} . zs a nonmetrizable, nonbarreled,. . , 
locally convex Hausdorff topology on E satisfying a(E, EY’) < y < Y and 7 1 E < y, 
hencealsoyiX=TlXandy/Y=~/Y. 

(Of course, by the Gurarii-Rosenthal theorem, these subspaces X and Y are 
not totally incomparable, but we did not need this to prove the corollary.) 

4. THE SUM OF MINIMALLY AND q-MINIMALLY S-COMPARABLE F-SUBSPACES 

In this section we establish our main results. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let X and Y be two F-subspaces of a tls ET. Then X + Y is an 
F-subspace of E in either of the following two cases: 

(a) X and Y are q-minimally s-comparable, or 

(b) X and Y are minimally s-comparable and X n Y = (0) (or, more 
generally, X n Y is complemented in one of the spaces X, Y). 

Proof. We may assume that X + Y = E. Let v denote the strongest linear 
topology on E such that v j X = T 1 X and v 1 Y = 7 1 Y; in other words, the 
strongest linear topology on E such that the mapping (x, y) + x - y of the 
F-space X7 x Y7 onto E is continuous. Clearly, 7 < v and EV is an F-space. 

Let ) . 1 be an F-seminorm determining a topology p on E such that p < 7, 
p I X = 7 I X, p I Y = 7 ( Y; it is easily seen that such a topology p does exist. 

We wish to prove that ET is an F-space or, equivalently, that 7 = v. 
Suppose T < v. Then by Corollary 2.7 there exists a strongly regular M-basic 

sequence (zn) in E* with C I z, 1 < CO. For each n E N choose x, in X and yn in 
Y so that z, = x, - ya . Then, by Theorem 2.8, there is an m E N such that 
the sequences (X,&Q, and (~,J,Q~ are strictly equivalent and dominate strictly - 
the sequence (X,&Q, (in EY). Hence the subspaces lin(x,)n>m and %~(Y,J,+~ of 
X and Y are isomorphic and not q-minimal. This proves the theorem in case (a). 

In case (b), where we have X n Y = {0}( or may easily reduce to this situation 
that more general condition placed in parantheses in (b)), X and Y are comple- 
ments for EY, and therefore the natural projection of lin(z&, onto lin(x,),>, 
is continuous. It follows that (x&~ is strictly equivalent to (z,&~~ , and so 
~h)n>?n is nonminimal, by Proposition 3.1(f). 

THEOREM 4.2. Let X and Y be two closed subspaces of an F-space Ev, and 
suppose there exists on Y a metrizable linear topology 7 < v I Y such that 
(v A ~)1 X < v I X. Then X and Y are nonminimally s-comparable. 
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Proof. Let 1 * / and I/ . [I be any F-norms determining v and 7, respectively. 
Then v A 71 is determined by the F-norm 111 z /I[ = inf{j z - y 1 + II y II : y E Y}, 
z E E. By assumption (V A v)l X < Y 1 X, h ence Corollary 2.7 gives us a strongly 
regular M-basic sequence (x,) in Xy such that C 111 x, 111 < co. It follows that 
there is a sequence (y,J in Y with x(1 x, - yn 1 + 11 yn 11) < co, and we need 
only C 1 x, - yn I < CO to apply Theorem 2.8 and see that X and Y are non- 
minimally s-comparable. 

Remark 4.3. Under the additional assumption X n Y = {0}, Theorem 4.2 
would be an easy corollary to Theorem 4.1, case (b). In fact, if X and Y were 
only minimally s-comparable, then 2 = X + Y would be an F-subspace of E 
with X and Y as complements for 2. It would then follow that Y A 7 = 
(V j X) @ 7, and hence (V A v)l X = Y I X. 

COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose ET, X, and Y are as in Theorem 4.1 and either (a) 
or (b) of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied, so that Z = X + Y is an F-subspace of E. 
Then if G is a nonminimal F-subspace of 2, then either X and G or Y and G are 
nonminimally s-comparable. 

Proof. Since G is nonminimal, there is a metrizable linear topology 7 on G 
with 7 < T I G (see Proposition 3.1(f)). Suppose the topology 01 = (T / 2) A 7 

on Z coincides with T on both the subspaces X and Y of Z. Then X and Y are 
F-subspaces of the tls Z=, hence by Theorem 4.l,Z= is an F-space. It follows that 
01 = 7 / Z, and so n = 7 / G, a contradiction. Thus either on X or on Y the 
topology 01 must be strictly weaker than 7, and we may apply Theorem 4.2. 

We shall say that the F-spaces X and Y are minimally sq-comparable, if for 
any minimal closed subspaces F and G of X and Y, respectively, the quotient 
F-spaces X/F and Y/G are minimally s-comparable. This is clearly equivalent 
to: For all F-spaces Xi and Yi , if there exist continuous linear mappings 
TI : X -+ Xi and T, : Y + Yi which are onto and have minimal kernels T;l(O) 
and TieI( then Xi and Yi are minimally s-comparable. It is easily seen that 
minimally sq-comparable + q-minimally s-comparable. 

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let T be a continuous linear mapping of an F-space X onto 
another F-space Y such that its KernelF = T-l(O) is a minimal subspace of X. Then, 
for every minimal closed’ subspace H of Y, its inverse image T-l(H) is a minimal 
subspace of X. 

Proof. Suppose it is not so. Then, with no loss of generality, we may assume 
that Y is minimal, while X is not. Since Y is isomorphic to X/F, we may further 
assume that Y = X/F, and T is the quotient mapping of X onto X/F. Let 
11 . II1 be an F-norm defining topology of X. By our assumption and Proposition 
3.1 (f’), there exists an F-norm II * iI2 on X which is strictly weaker than 11 . II1 . 
On X/F, however, the corresponding “quotient” F-norms 11 x -F 11: = 

580/26/4-2 
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inf{ii x -flli :f~Fj are equivalent. Let ij x, jla-+ 0. Then ij T(x,)ll: - 0, and 
so there existf, E F such that j/ x, -f,, /jr --f 0. Then /I xn - fn iI2 - 0, and hence 
ilfn Ii2 --f 0. Since I/ . iI2 and 11 . iI1 are equivalent on F, we have 11 fn /I1 - 0. But 
also Ij x, - fa jji --f 0, and so finally II x, ljr ---f 0. Thus /I . /]a is stronger than 

1~ . l’l ; a contradiction. 

COROLLARY 4.6. If X is a nonminimal F-space and F is its closed minimal 
subspace, then X/F is nonminimal. 

From Proposition 4.5 we easily deduce: 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose X and Y are minimally sq-comparable F-spaces, 
and let F and G be minimal closed subspaces of X and Y, respectively. Then the 
quotient spaces X/F and Y/G are minima& sq-comparable. 

We are already prepared to extend Theorem 4.1 to finite families of F-sub- 
spaces. 

THEOREM 4.8. Let X1 ,..., X, be F-subspaces of a tls E, and suppose one of the 
following two conditions is satisJied : 

(4 Xl ,..., X, are pairwise minimally sq-comparable, or 

(b) X, ,..., X,, are pairwise minimally s-comparable and Xm+l n xy:, Xi = 
(0)for m = l,..., n - 1. 

Then X, + ... +X, is an F-subspace of E and, for m = l,..., n - 1, the F- 
subspaces X1 + ... + X, and X,,, + **. + X, are minimally sq-comparable in 
case (a), and minimally s-comparable in case (b). 

Proof. We will consider case (a) only, as the proof in case (b) presents no 
problems. 

It is clear that the proof will be easily completed after we have proved that: 
If X, Y, Z are pairwise minimally sq-comparable F-subspaces of E, then X + Y and 
Z are also minimally sq-comparable. 

First note that W = X + Y is an F-subspace of E, by Theorem 4.1. Let F, G 
be minimal closed subspaces of Wand Z, respectively, and consider the quotient 
F-spaces W = W/F and Z = Z/G. Let Q be the quotient mapping of W onto 

W. It is easy to see that X = Q(X) is isomorphic to X/(X n F), and P = Q(Y) to 
Y/( Y n F). Hence, by Proposition 4.7, X and P are minimally sq-comparable 
F-subspaces of W; in particular, they are q-minimally s-comparable. 

Now suppose Wand i? are nonminimally s-comparable. Hence there exists a 
closed nonminimal subspace H of W = 8 + p, which is isomorphic to a 
subspace of 2. By Corollary 4.4, H is nonminimally s-comparable with either 
X or Y. Hence either X and 2 or P and Z are nonminimally s-comparable. A 
contradiction. 
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COROLLARY 4.9. The sum X of any jinite farnib X1 ,... , X, of q-minimal 
F-subspaces of a tls E is a q-minimal F-subspace of E. 

Proof. First let us note that an F-space 2 is q-minimal iff, it is minimally 
sq-comparable with every F-space Y. 

Now, given any F-space Y, we have that Xi ,..., X, , Y are pairwise minimally 
sq-comparable F-subspaces of E x Y. Hence, by Theorem 4.8, X is an F-space, 
and X and Y are minimally sq-comparable. This implies that X is q-minimal. 

COROLLARY 4.10. The product of any finite family of minimal (respectively, 
q-minimal) F-spaces is minimal (respectively, q-minimal). 

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.8 as well as from Corollary 
4.6 (resp., from Corollary 4.9). 

Our final result resembles the well-known fact that finite dimensional spaces 
have a unique linear Hausdorff topology; it is a direct consequence of Theorem 
3.3 and Theorem 4.8, case (b). 

COROLLARY 4.11. Let X1 ,..., X, be F-spaces. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) The product topology on X = X, x ..* x X, is the unique linear 
Hausdorff topology on X which induces on each factor space Xi its original topology. 

(ii) Xi ,..., X, are pairwise minimally s-comparable. 

Remark 4.12. Some modifications of the minimal sq-comparability may be 
useful as well. For example, call the F-spaces X and Y q-(totaZly incomparable) if 
X/F and Y/G are totally incomparable, whenever F and G are finite dimensional 
subspaces of X and Y, respectively. Then the corresponding version of Theorem 
4.8 (a) will hold for q-(totally incomparable) F-subspaces, too, under the addi- 
tional assumption that dim(Xi n Xi) < co if i # j. 

Remark 4.13. It is an open question whether the above results can be 
extended to countable families of F-spaces. For instance, suppose (X& is a 
family of pairwise minimally s-comparable F-spaces and J, K are disjoint 
countable subsets of I. Is it then true that the product spaces nIicJ Xi and nipK Xi 
are minimally s-comparable ? 

Postscript. After the present version of this paper had been typed, the author 
learned from Dr. N. J. Kalton that: 

(a) The product KI of the scalar field K is a minimal tls for any I, and 

(b) Every minimal tls E is necessarily complete. 

The assertion (a) follows easily from the minimality of K. with respect to 
locally convex spaces (Proposition 3.1(b)) and the following simple result: 
Let ET be a locally convex tls in its weak topology, and suppose 01 < 7 is a linear 
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Hausdorff topology on E. Then (E, pi)’ p se arates the points of E. In fact, then 
every wneighborhood of 0 contains a closed finite-codimensional subspace of ET. 
(This is also a consequence of Proposition 1.2 in V. Klee, Exotic topologies for 
linear spaces, Proc. Symposium on General Topology and its Relations to 
Modern Algebra, Prague 1961). 

To prove (b), suppose E is different from its completion l?, and pick an x in 
l?\E. Then the restriction to E of the quotient mapping Q: E -+ &‘/lin (x) is 
one-to-one, but not an isomorphism. Hence E is not minimal. 

I am very indebted to Dr. Kalton for these comments. 
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